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Sardinia
Sardinia enters the recorded history through contacts with the Greeks, the 

Phoenicians and the Romans. Sardinia remained culturally Phoenician long after 
the Romans conquered it in the First Punic War.

Location and climate
Sardinia (Sardegna, Sardigna) is the second largest island in the 

Mediterranean. It is surrounded by Corsica, Tunisia, the Italian 

peninsula and the Spanish Balearic Islands. Sardinia is a constitutional 

part of Italy, with a special statute of regional autonomy under the 

Italian Constitution. Sardinia is a mountainous island with few coastal 

plains. Gennargentu is the highest point in Sardinia. The island has 

few rivers, the largest one is the Tirso.

Sardinia has Mediterranean climate, so the summers are hot and dry 

and winters are very mild. The climate in the mountains is slightly 

wetter and cooler than in the coastal plains. Winter snowfall is not 

uncommon in the higher areas.

Average temperature

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Av.
high 17 18 20 21 23 27 29 29 26 24 21 19

Av.
low 8 10 10 11 14 17 21 20 18 15 12 10
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History and sights
Sardinia’s history dates back to prehistoric times. That time is now 

known as the Nuraghic era. Although little is known about the 

culture, indigenous to the island, many traces survive, like the rough 

stone constructions known as the Nuraghi. Sardinia enters the 

recorded history through contacts with the Greeks, the Phoenicians 

and the Romans. Sardinia remained culturally Phoenician long after 

the Romans conquered it in the First Punic War. In the early Middle 

Ages the island, through barbarian and Byzantine conquests, was 

no longer so influential. Starting from 705, the Saracens raided the 

coastal towns. Under papal influence, Sardinia became the focus of 

the rivalry of Genoa and Pisa. It fell to the Spanish in 1295, and later to 

the Austrian Empire. In 1718, Vittorio Amadeo II of Savoy created the 

Kingdom of Sardinia. In 1861 it was annexed to the new united Italy. 

In 1949, Sardinia was granted the status of autonomous region.

When on Sardinia, try to visit the Palazzo d’Albis, Bosa, the medieval 

settlement, south of Alghero. It is crowned by Castello Malaspina, a 

12th century castle. Not far from Alghero there is also the Necropolis 

Anghelu Ruju, an ancient burial ground. There are also the Nuraghic 

sites. Grotto di Nettuno is a remarkable series of caves outside of 

Alghero. It is reachable by boat.

Sardinia today
Sardinia is still underdeveloped region, worlds apart from the rest 

of Italy, because of its unique language and culture. There is also 

a noticeable difference inside Sardinia itself. Coastal regions have 

always been more open to outside influences, than the inland. Today 

Sardinia is best known for Costa Smeralda, island La Maddalena, and 

coast around Sassari and Cagliari, because they are easily reached by 

ship and plane.
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How to arrive?
By boat
Ferries leave from Civitavecchia, Genoa, La Spezia, Livorno, Palermo 

and Trapani for Cagliari, Golfo Aranci, Olbia, Porto Torres and Arbatax.

By plane
There are airports in Alghero, Cagliari, Olbia and Sassari.

Sardinia transportation

Trains on Sardinia connect the whole island. There is also a bus 

service.

Alghero
Location and climate
 It is situated in north western Sardinia in the Province of Sassari, within 

a homonymous gulf. A large part of its territory stretches on the Nurra 

plain. Alghero is surrounded by olive groves and vineyards.

The town has a sub-tropical climate. Trade winds mitigate summers, 

and libeccio and western winds bring rain in winter. Mistral wind may 

blow strongly any time of the year. Between December and February, 

eastern winds bring clear and cold weather. This period is called 

“secche di gennaio” and it is considered as a prelude of summer in 

the middle of the winter.

History
The area of Alghero has been settled since pre-historic times. Traces 

of the Nuraghe civilization and of the Phoenicians can be found in the 

surrounding area. Alghero was founded around 1100 by the Genoese 

Doria family. Pisa ruled it briefly, from 1283 to 1284. It was captured by 

the Spanish in 1353. In the early 16th century the town received the 

status of the King’s City and developed economically. In 1720 Alghero 

and Sardinia were handed over to Piedmont. In 1821 the famine-led 

people of Alghero revolted and were bloodily suppressed. At the end 

of the 19th century, Alghero was de-militarized. During World War II, 

Alghero’s historical centre suffered heavy damage.

Alghero today
Alghero today is a town of 42 000 inhabitants. It is a fishing port, 

unspoilt by mass tourism. Being invaded by the Catalan colonists in 

the 14th century, Alghero offers an interesting mixture of Spanish 

and Italian culture; delicious Catalan cuisine served in Italian pizzas, 

impressive monuments of Aragonese rule and Italian vineyards. 

The ruling families gave Alghero the nickname Barcelonetta (“Little 

Barcelona”), and all the street signs are bilingual. Alghero’s beautiful 

sand beach is long and pine forests give it shade. Throughout the 

year, there are carnivals and different events.


